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Reinforcing tdK-lambda’s ‘green’ product initiative,

the ZWS-B series printed circuit board type AC-DC

power supplies feature less than 0.5W no load input

power. This ensures that they comply with the 

energy related products (ErP) directive. It also 

makes them ideal for a range of light industrial

equipment and front-end equipment for broadcast

and communications applications, as well as indoor

and outdoor LED signage and test and measurement.

Three low power models are available, all 

boasting an efficiency of up to 86 per cent. These

convection-cooled power supplies feature an

operating temperature range of -10 to 70°C, 

allowing 100 per cent load operation in a 50°C

environment and 70 per cent load at 60°C. 

Operating from a universal input of 85 to 265V 

AC or 120 to 370V DC, the ZWS-B series is offered

with a choice of output voltages from 3.3 to 24V.

Each model can be adjusted by ±10 per cent of its

nominal voltage to accommodate non-standard

system voltages. 

www.uk.tdk-lambda.com

Metcase has developed a new bespoke

enclosures service based on its metal

enclosures range. Various enclosure types

can be manufactured to order including

desktop, portable, wall mount and 19in

rack mount cases.

The service uses standard extrusion

profiles and diecastings, with specially

fabricated sheet metal parts to achieve a

customer-specific solution at competitive

prices. Small batch sizes are another

benefit which can be useful for high value,

low volume electronics equipment, or

evaluation batches.

All the mounting parameters can be specified for components, assemblies and

PCBs. Metcase then manufactures the enclosure to the exact external dimensions

required, complete with holes and cut outs to suit the connectors, PCBs, switches

and displays. The company can also supply special internal chassis and mounting

plates for PCB assemblies, power supplies and keyboard units. These special parts

can be manufactured in steel or aluminium material.

Metcase offers a range of standard finishes including powder polyester and wet

paints, natural or coloured anodising and conductive coatings. Front panels can be

anodised or painted and silk screen printed or engraved with the control legends

and company logos. 

www.metcase.co.uk
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Designed to offer exceptional optical

performance, Koe europe's new 12.1in TFT

display module features SVGA resolution

and in-plane-switching (IPS) TFT technology,

plus a 170deg viewing angle. The

TX31D37VM0CAA also boasts a contrast

ratio of 1000:1 and a white LED backlight,

which provides a brightness of 600cd/m²

and a 70K hour half brightness lifetime.

Technical manager, KOE Europe, Mark

Stephenson, commented: “Utilising IPS

technology, the TX31D37VM0CAA provides 

a stable colour image from any viewing

angle. The display offers excellent colour

saturation and exceptional black levels

combined with a high contrast ratio.”

A single channel 20-pin LVDS data

interface is said to simplify system

integration and supports eight-bit RGB,

providing a colour palette of up to

16.7million colours. LVDS claims to offer

remote, high speed digital transmission of

image data with low power consumption,

excellent tolerance to transmission line

effects. Noise immunity ensures a precise

display image is presented at all times. 

www.koe-europe.com

Syfer has developed a series of capacitors

with low equivalent series resistance (ESR) for

use in power circuits. Designed to improve

efficiency, pulse handling and reliability of

associated circuits,  low ESR capacitors boast

a high quality Q factor. Specifically, these

passive devices provide low loss performance

in systems to beyond 3GHz. ESR at 1GHz for a

typical 10pF capacitor is below 0.1Ohms,

which is said to offer a significant

improvement over standard High Q devices. 

Demand for low ESR capacitors is

increasing in high power applications such as

battery-powered devices and RF power

amplifiers, where they can help reduce power

consumption. Better power handling can also

allow for downsizing or reduced cooling for

existing technology. 

Syfer’s range includes case sizes of 0603,

0805 and 1111, over a capacitance range

from 0.5pF to 240pF, rated voltages of 200,

250 and 500V and high self-resonant

frequencies up to 10GHz. 

www.syfer.com

Improve efficiency with low-eSr caps

IPS is worth looking at




